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Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer is a free DirectShow filter designed to help users provide any DirectShow source under Windows with support for ASIO multiple channel output. The only requirement is that they support output filters, user-defined ones, to be more precise. It will enable users to provide any DirectShow source with
support for ASIO multichannel output through audio and/or video hardware. The fact that it features support for multiple players enables users with a wide range of alternatives thus lowering the chance of compatibility issues that might occur. The Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer filter also provides users with a vast selection of

additional components, aside from enabling ASIO multichannel support for their DirectShow sources. It is possible for users to choose their desired ASIO driver by selecting the most suitable item from the corresponding combo box. This can be achieved by accessing the standard configuration window. This utility features support for a maximum
number of 24 output channels and also provides users with volume controls they can use to tweak the filter's settings according to their preference. It is possible to either adjust the master volume or modify each channel's parameters separately. Furthermore, it can help users connect each input channel to a random number of output channels by
relying on the N:N channel mapping feature it comes with. Additionally, it packs Mono, Stereo and a wide variety of Surround modes. MSDN Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer Description: Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer is a free DirectShow filter designed to help users provide any DirectShow source under Windows with

support for ASIO multiple channel output. The only requirement is that they support output filters, user-defined ones, to be more precise. It will enable users to provide any DirectShow source with support for ASIO multichannel output through audio and/or video hardware. The fact that it features support for multiple players enables users with a
wide range of alternatives thus lowering the chance of compatibility issues that might occur. The Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer filter also provides users with a vast selection of additional components, aside from enabling ASIO multichannel support for their DirectShow sources. It is possible for users to choose their desired ASIO

driver by selecting the most suitable item from the corresponding combo box. This can be achieved by accessing the standard configuration window. This utility features support for a maximum number of 24 output channels and also provides users with volume controls they can use to tweak the filter's settings according to

Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer

The Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer filter enables users to provide any DirectShow source with support for ASIO multichannel audio out. It is compatible with a wide variety of multimedia players. The following table showcases some of the major capabilities of the Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer. ASIO Multichannel User
Needed DirectShow Source Supports Multichannel Output? Yes This Filter Supports Multichannel Channels Yes Media Player Classic, Winamp, RadLight, Etc. No No ASIO Driver Magic Gateway, Device Farm DirectShow 10.2 and higher Yes (with btw. Initial Setup menu) No ASIO DirectSound, ASIO DirectPlay, ASIO DirectShow,???? Yes
No ASIO DS Extended, ASIO Express, ASIO WDM, ASIO DirectShow, ASIO Direct Music, ASIO Studio, ASIO DirectMedia Yes Yes ASIO Audio Compress, ASIO Dynamic Compression, ASIO Wavetable Compression, ASIO Stream Copying, ASIO Dynamic Playout, ASIO Decoupled, ASIO Direct X-Audio, ASIO MPEG-2 Audio, ASIO

HD Audio Yes Yes ASIO MPEG-1 Audio, VMR-8, ASIO Immersive Audio Yes Yes (with btw. PCM-Sub and DDVC-Sub channels) 1/2/3/4/8 Sub Surround, Direct Stream, Joint Stereo, Multipath (MMR) Yes Direct Stream, 1/2/3/4/8 Sub Surround, Monaural (PCM) No (MHR) 1/2/4/8 Sub Surround, Direct Stream, Joint Stereo, Multipath
(AMR) Yes (with btw. PCM-Sub and DDVC-Sub channels) 1/2/4/8 Sub Surround, Direct Stream, Multipath (DSD) Yes No ASIO Wavetable Compression, Wave Forcing, Digital Audio Workstation Yes No ASIO Aiff, ASIO Vorbis, ASIO Cinepak Yes No ASIO Classic/Dynamik (Nellymoser), ASIO Digidesign, ASIO Digital Performer Yes No

ASIO Wavetable Compression, Wave Forcing, DDR-ASIO Mastering/Recording Yes No ASIO Studio/NEAT/NEX, ASIO MPEG-2 Audio, Audio Overlay, ASIO hd Audio/Surround/T 09e8f5149f
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Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer is a versatile DirectShow filter which enables users to add support for multichannel support to any DirectShow source under Windows, thus providing them with a wider range of playback alternatives. It includes a lot of features which are available in different DirectShow filters. Users are able to add
support for multichannel support in any DirectShow source, in order to widen their range. It is also possible to create any ASIO or EAX compatible output while providing DirectShow sources with support for multichannel playback. Program features: • Supports multichannel support in any DirectShow source • Supports ASIO multichannel
output for Windows • Users can decide the ASIO driver to be used with a separate window • Intuitive graphical user interface with the ability to edit settings using the standard configuration window • Monophonic and stereophonic mode and their multichannel variants available • Provides several display modes • Possibility to add ASIO or EAX
compatible output • Possibility to add various user-defined filters to any input channel • Possibility to add a random number of output channels • Possibility to set the volume for the output and each input channel separately • Possibility to control the characteristics of each input channel separately • Possibility to map any input channel to any
output channel What's new in version 2.00.60: • The game engine now supports Valve's SteamVR (Steam Virtual Reality) input device • The main window has been split into several tabs (Basic Setting, Advanced Setting, Advanced Channel and Advanced Input) • A new Player/Load the Audio Check will be launched every time the Audio Settings
window is opened • The configuration window has been updated • The quick access menu is now hidden by default • The configuration window's opening and closing settings have been changed • The default behaviour of the first filter added has been changed • When changing the default stereo/stereophonic output mode, the volume slider of the
latter mode will be hidden Known issues: The update fixes minor bugs and also adds a few new features. The list of bugs fixed includes the following issues: • ASIO driver for channel 1 may hang when switching between a source and a filter • Users may experience issues when selecting an item from a combo box • ASIO drivers that are not
signed by Microsoft may crash if "Ignore Error Code" is unchecked • Improved the Preview Sound mode

What's New in the?

Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer is a multimedia decoder and renderer designed to help users provide any DirectShow source under Windows with support for ASIO multiple channel output, thus widening their range. This utility features support for a maximum number of 24 output channels and also provides users with volume controls
they can use to tweak the filter's settings according to their preference. It is possible to either adjust the master volume or modify each channel's parameters separately. Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer Feature List: Compatible with any DirectShow source under Windows, thus widening its range Packard Bell Multichannel ASIO
DirectShow Renderer is designed to enable users of Windows Multimedia APIs to quickly enable ASIO multiple channel output for DirectShow multimedia sources. This multimedia decoder and renderer also provides users with instant volume control. It is possible for users to either adjust the master volume or modify each channel's parameters
separately. In addition, it can help users connect each input channel to a random number of output channels by relying on the N:N channel mapping feature it comes with. Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer Feature List: Compatible with any DirectShow source under Windows, thus widening its range Latest version of Avisynth provides a
simple interface which enables users to support ASIO multichannel output for their DirectShow sources, thus widening the ranges of these as well as their options. The utility is backed by an intuitive and well-written documentation. This multimedia encoder and decoder also provides users with instant volume control by adjusting the master
volume. With the help of one of the utility's tools, users can modify parameters such as volumes, timings and channel positions. It is possible for users to select from a list of various functions to get their effect, such as Volume - level, Timing - Delay, Position - Multi-Pick. Avisynth features an intuitive interface that enables users to easily control
various settings and effects. Additionally, it can help users connect each input channel to a random number of output channels by relying on the N:N channel mapping feature it comes with. Multichannel ASIO DirectShow Renderer Feature List: Provides users with instant volume control Many people enjoy soundtracks and music when they are
playing video games. Some of these people enjoy listening to multiple channel soundtracks. Fortunately, a large variety of tools and multimedia components provide just such a functionality. This
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